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Year A Proper 15


Isaiah 56:1,6-8
Romans 11:1-2a,29-32

Matthew 15:10-28

“The things that defile”

• Last week, my family and I headed down south to the Gulf of Mexico to 
meet up with Katy’s extended family for a little vacation before school 
starts
• It was good to see them all
• And there was the comforting familiarity of the expected family drama 

when 12 people spanning four generations live together for a week
• It was good, even if it wasn’t restful… you know what I mean
• I bring this up because it was during this trip somewhere around Friday 

morning, when I first read the news
• When I first saw those images now burned into my mind, of which I 

wrote about in the Sword this week
• Of the marches and protests in Virginia
• Complete with Nazi and Confederate flags, tiki torches
• And the red faces of young men screaming very hate-filled things about 

people of color, and for some reason the Jews
• And I admit- I don’t understand that last part, it doesn’t really make 

sense in the context of this protest, but I digress
• I checked again… yes, this article was in the US, in 2017. This was on 

our soil
• I was stunned, I showed Katy the article, and it was so telling that her 

first question to me was:
• “What’s the lectionary for next Sunday when you preach?”
• That’s what happens when you’re married to a preacher for a long time
• I was thinking the same thing.
• Because the truth is that Christianity so often gets co-opted and caught 

up in displays such as this
• And the opposite needs to be said.

• So I looked it up quickly with this lovely app on my phone and guess what 
it was…
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• What we just heard Jesus telling the Pharisees that what defiles a 
person is not what goes in your mouth
• Like using unwashed hands, eating bacon, frog legs, or escargot1

• It is the nastiness that comes out of a person’s mouth that defiles.  
• Now not to get too frivolous on a serious topic, but you have to appreciate 

the burn Jesus gave the Pharisees right here - 2

• Jesus says, when you eat something, it passes through and goes into 
the sewer- that is not what defiles

• What defiles you, Pharisees, is when it comes out your mouths 
instead… BOOM! 

• 2000 year old poop joke and insult all in one! 
• But on the advice of my editor-in-chief, we are not going to going there 

this morning
• Maybe if it was a different week, maybe if there were not more “alt-

right” rallies already being planned3

• But on a lighter note, I do have what they call a “CPS” for you today- 
that’s a “cute personal story” in preaching lingo

• It’s one from my very young childhood, and my brother who is about 3 
1/2 years younger than I am

• I don’t remember how old we were, only that he was young enough to 
enjoy eating dry dog food.

• I have since learned that many kids do that, and other than being less 
sanitary, is really not all that harmful

• But as an older brother, I thought it was funny
• My mom and dad would lock the dog food in an old Jeep we had parked 

outside so the dogs- and my brother- could not get to it.
• I, on the other hand, was just tall enough.  
• And I, being a helpful, older brother, would open the latch and let him 

get all the dog food he wanted!  
• I’m surprised he even talks to me these days after all I put him 

through… so Byron if you’re listening online, love you and I’m sorry.
• “It’s not what goes into the mouth that defiles…”, thankfully.

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unclean_animal1

 PulpitFiction, https://www.pulpitfiction.com/notes/proper15a2

 http://www.cnn.com/2017/08/15/us/white-nationalists-protests-tally-trnd/index.html3
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• As we come along side Jesus, his disciples, and the Pharisees this 
morning, and we get past the potty humor, the insult
• Even the dietary implications for us today
• It is helpful to note what has just recently transpired in the recent lives of 

Jesus and his disciples
• Jesus has, just in the previous chapter of Matthew, walked on water, 

had just commanded Peter to walk on the water with him
• He has healed all the sick they brought to him
• And in that one eventful chapter, Jesus fed the 5000 with nothing but 

two fish and five loaves
• Leaving 12 baskets left over

• Jesus is on fire!
• And I imagine, through all of the amazing and rapid fire miracles they 

are witnessing
• That when out on that hillside with 5000 hungry people, most of them 

did not wash their hands before eating
• no hand sanitizer

• And so in this chapter’s opening, the Pharisees come to protest that 
Jesus and his disciples are not keeping the Jewish tradition

• They are not washing their hands.
• Jesus calls them hypocrites, and tells them that it is not what goes in a 

person’s mouth that defiles, 
• neither food nor the dirty hands with which they eat

• But what comes out of a person’s mouth that defiles.
• Because what comes out of our mouths reveals who we really are on 

the inside
• Regardless of all the purity and the outward appearances we may use 

to camouflage ourselves.  
• Solid Jesus teaching, don’t you think? 

• Getting at the heart of the law rather than tending to only the outward 
visible pieces of it

• But what comes next in the Gospel- actually in all three synoptic 
Gospels- is a personal illustration of this very teaching

• From none other than Jesus himself
• You must acknowledge, that when reading about this interaction 

between Jesus and the Syrophonician woman
• Jesus starts out looking pretty bad- rude and mean- even racist
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• He calls her a dog, and not like the cute little puppy dog either, but a 
mangy mutt

• A pesky scavenger that will make off with your food if you’re not 
careful.4

• All because she is not Jewish.
• Since this story paints Jesus in a less than positive light, and since it is 

in all three synoptic gospels
• The Jesus Seminar folks thinks this is one of the authentic sayings of 

Jesus.5

• And that it likely reveals something critical.
• This woman, desperate, approaches Jesus and the disciples screaming, 

or what is a more literal translation, “squawking”6

• An onomatopoeia for the noise of a raven7

• This is also how Matthew describes the cries of blind men, demons, 
the disciples in the boat during a storm

• And even Peter just a few verses back when he was sinking, right 
before Jesus takes his hand and they walk on water.

• It is the cry of a scared and desperate person.
• As Jesus and his disciples are walking along in and this lady is not 

going away
• It is a neat factoid that this same city is where the prophet Elijah once 

stayed, when we stayed in the home of a widow and her son
• Remember? She had faith, shared the last of her meal and oil, and 

found that God supplied her need and did not let her run out. 8

• Jesus meets a women here, and he tells her that his teaching is like 
food for the children of Israel, and it is not fit for mutts like her.

• But that did not stop her, this woman who had nothing to lose and 
everything to gain

• She took Jesus’ own words and said, even the mutts get the leftover 
crumbs

 http://leftbehindandlovingit.blogspot.com/2014/08/the-gospel-is-going-to-dogs.html4

 PulpitFiction, https://www.pulpitfiction.com/notes/proper15a5

 http://leftbehindandlovingit.blogspot.com/2014/08/the-gospel-is-going-to-dogs.html6

 http://leftbehindandlovingit.blogspot.com/2014/08/the-gospel-is-going-to-dogs.html7

 http://leftbehindandlovingit.blogspot.com/2014/08/the-gospel-is-going-to-dogs.html8
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• Remember the feeding of the 5000? Remember how the disciples 
wanted to send everyone away? 

• Remember how many crumbs were left over? twelve baskets full!
• Remember that with God and in God’s kingdom there is plenty, there is 

abundance, and there is grace.
• That’s exactly of what she reminded Jesus
• And isn’t that just like Matthew? 
• The surprise twist, the Kingdom of God in the last likely of places, the 

person least expected having the greatest faith?  
• What comes next is the lynch pin of it all- of the critical component that 

likely has kept this narrative in these three gospels
• Jesus, and I think it is for our benefit, truly
• I think he goes through these motions to highlight the prejudices in the 

culture that surrounds him
• Wo when Jesus was called out for saying things similar to what the 

Pharisees were saying just a few verses back
• That is, following the letter of the law while ignoring the needs of the 

people around them
• Jesus does a 180
• Jesus demonstrates to us what we should do when we realize the same 

thing about our actions and words
• Change them.
• Jesus says, “Great is your faith!” 

• Maybe one of the highest compliments the Son of God could give 
don’t you think? 

• And her daughter is healed. 
• Jesus, complete with a personal illustration of how this works, has 

reoriented how the people of his time measured holiness
• No longer about controlling one’s environment to stay safe and holy
• No longer maintaining the divisions in society out of some hallow notion 

of remaining pure. 
• No longer ignoring peoples needs and cries while claiming to be 

following God’s laws
• Now the battle moves inward, into our very hearts
• Want to keep nastiness from coming out of your mouth? 
• It is not simply knowing when to bite your tongue, or keeping quite when 

you have nothing good to say
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• It is slowly, bit by bit, deciding to change the person speaking, so that 
the foulness is not there to accidentally escape

• It’s doing the 180, the repentance, the metanoia 
• And this is so much harder, isn’t it? 
• There are times when Jesus speaks that I would rather keep the Mosaic 

law and give up delicious bacon
• That is easier to do than to look at my own dark places within my heart, 

repent of them, and then slowly try and bring the light of God to them
• And that brings me back to the present and the current happenings in our 

own country
• “It is what comes out that defiles…”
• I do not stand on a pedestal talking down to you this morning- more 

than most sermons this one originates in my heart
• Aware of the prejudices that I have been given due to my demographic 

and geographic settings
• Sometimes I see within myself the sin that Jesus highlights here- 

racism, sexism, discriminating because someone is annoying
• And I find Jesus sending a challenging, practical illustration, for me of 

what to do when that bubbles up.
• It is to reverse it, reverse course
• To see the meanness and the rudeness in myself, the judgments for 

what they are, and to speak to them, and change my heart and mind.
• To repent. 
• That’s our first task- fighting the battle on the inside, so that what comes 

out is better.
• And the second- speaking up for those who are being stepped on, 

discriminated against, and oppressed
• Working to increase liberty and justice for all- working towards the great 

ideals of this country
• So that we are both not being oppressors
• And also so that our society takes a step further away from systemic, 

automatic, unconscious oppression as well. 
• Just like Jesus did here
• Can you imagine the faces of the disciples when he said that this 

woman had Great Faith?  
• Did he even say that about any of them?

• I don’t think so!
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• The Kingdom of God is like a Syrophoenician woman teaching the Son 
of God about the Kingdom of God.- now that’s a twist worth of Matthew

• So the challenge to myself this week, and I think Jesus’ challenge to all 
of us who claim to follow him

• It is not what goes in that defiles, like food, and it is not what is on the 
outside, like skin color, heritage, religion, gender
• Jesus wipes all of that away right there with this Syrophoenician 

woman! 
• That’s all surface
• It is what comes out of us that defiles.
• May God help us clean up our insides, so that what comes out of our 

mouths may pass the sniff test
• And help build the very Kingdom of God.

Amen. 
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